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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

 

 The Perks of Being A Wallflower is one of novels written by Stephen 

Chbosky. It is a coming of age novel that tells about teenager life. The main 

character of this novel is a freshman of high school student called Charlie. This 

final project analyzed about Charlie’s personalities. The following presents the 

answer of the problem statement based on the result of the analysis in the previous 

chapter. 

The first discussion is to analyze Charlie’s personalities that is seen from 

the id, ego, and superego by using psychoanalysis theory comes from Sigmund 

Freud. After analysing the novel, the researcher found that Charlie’s personalities 

are Shy, Emotional, Honest, Caring, Uncommunicative, Hard working, and High 

sexual desire.  

Further, the second discussion is to analyze the correlation between 

Charlie’s personalities and his childhood life. Based on the result of the analysis, 

the researcher found that Charlie’s childhood life has a big role in developing 

Charlie’s personalities. His personality “Shy” was developed by his traumatic 

about the death of his best friend “Michael” when he was in the middle school. 

His personality “Emotional” was developed by his guilty feeling for the death of 

his Aunt Helen when he was celebrating his seventh birthday. Further, his 

personality “Honest” was developed by his environment which means his family, 

because Charlie grows up in the Catholic family that believe in God and also 
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because his father is an honest man too. Another Charlie’s personalities “Caring” 

also was developed by his family. It is because his family is a warm and loveable 

family. They really love Charlie. Beside, Charlie’s personalities 

“Uncommunicative” was developed by his guilty feeling for his Aunt Helen, 

because when he was child, he always kept asking his Aunt Helen about her 

problem that made her cried really hard. Another Charlie’s personality is “Hard 

Working”. He becomes “Hard working” because he lives in the environment of 

hard worker people as like his sister and his aunt Helen, and has a reading habit 

since childhood. The last Charlie’s personality is “High Sexual Desire”. He 

becomes a high sexual desire person because when he was child he witnessed a 

couple made a love in front of him. Even if he did not understand what actually 

happened, although that memory is still kept in his mind till adult that indirectly 

influence his adult personality.  


